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Introducing the NEW, Patent Pending Albion AT1200S
Air Powered Twin 20oz Sausage Dispensing Tool
The Ergonomically Designed AT1200S Revolutionizes Bridge Joint Installation.
Compare the AT1200S Air Powered Twin 20oz Sausage features with any other gun:
Ergonomic design— one-hand operation with improved control means easier and more comfortable material dispensing.
The unique suitcase style handle design decreases arm and back fatigue.
Faster flow increases productivity— more power and an improved

Unique characteristics of the 20oz/20oz Sausage

manifold dramatically increase the flow of material.

● Designed

Responsive— improved trigger control, easy access regulator, and push

● Fixed

to reduce waste
1:1 material ratio
● Fits a 2 inch diameter barrel
● Requires Static Mixer

button forward and reverse.
Easy reload— truly functional upright position allows easy load and unload.

final sausage shape after use

Rugged construction— Albion’s legendary quality and state-of-the-art
engineering insures that the tool can handle rugged conditions.
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Replacement Parts
873-22 Sausage Piston Kit
Includes piston cup, steel backing
washer, and two nuts

STATIC MIXERS—

484-146-6166F4M
Disposable Plastic Type
Connects directly to the manifold
outlet. It has a built-in 3/4 inch
NPT threaded coupling, eliminating the need for separate
connecting nut.

873-6 Sausage Piston Cup
Available individually
957-3 Handle Assembly
Quick and easy assembly to air gun.
Includes adjustable regulator with
two unions and hardware for
assembly. Regulator has line
pressure fitting which is ideal for
use with spray applications.

957-2 Suitcase Adapter
Adapts to any AT series air gun.
Allows the user to easily operate
the air gun with one hand. Makes
dispensing to wall and floor
applications easier. Includes
two unions and hardware for
assembly.

Albion Engineering-

Albion Engineering is a third-generation
company internationally recognized as a
leader in the field of handheld dispensing
technologies. Albion supports multiple
industries with innovative, high-quality
dispensing tools and accessories for the
most demanding applications. More
information on our products and services
is available on our website or by
requesting the latest issue of our Catalog
and Handbook 333.

645-G05 Manifold
Machined from a single block of
aluminum, this manifold provides
the optimum flow of material— and
is easy to clean. Includes two
replaceable viton o-rings (192-6)

The New Generation AT1200S will replace the 635-1 (20oz/20oz) Twin Sausage Cartridge Guns and 670-2 Carts
Twin Sausage Cartridges

Variations

635-1 (Double Action Air)
670-2 (Cart)

Tools can still be built upon request. Repair parts are avalable.
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